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Figure 1: Our displays can be embedded underneath various transmissive materials, such as textile, veneer, acrylic or one-way
mirrors, and appear on-demand for touch-based interaction. Parallel rendering of rectilinear elements achieves ultra-bright
graphics on low-cost passive OLED displays. Our approach enables low-complexity interaction technology that can co-exist
with traditional materials and aesthetics. From left to right: Display hidden under textile; Touch-activated controls; Switches
under veneer; Diffuse controls under frosted acrylic; Sharp graphics behind a one-way mirror.

ABSTRACT
Consumer electronics are increasingly using traditional materials
to allow technology to better blend into everyday environments.
Specifically, transmissive materials enable emissive displays to dis-
appear when turned off, and appear when turned on. However,
covering displays with textile meshes, veneer, one-way mirrors, or
translucent plastics greatly limit the display brightness of typical
graphical displays.

In this work, we leverage a parallel rendering technique to enable
ultrabright graphics that can pass through transmissive materials.
While previous work has shown interactive hidden displays, our
approach unlocks expressive interfaces with practical end-to-end
software and low-cost hardware implementation on mass-produced
passive OLED displays.

We developed a set of interactive prototypes with touch-sensing
that can blend into traditional aesthetics due to the ability to provide
user interfaces through wood, textile, plastic and mirrored surfaces.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing Ubiquitous and mobile com-
puting systems and tools;
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the proliferation of consumer electronics and smart appli-
ances, homes are beginning to embrace the vision of ubiquitous
computing. A graceful integration of this technology requires that
it can respect existing aesthetics, social forms, and adaptation to
user’s styles. There is an increasing desire to create smart objects
and appliances, which can preserve the industrial design and aes-
thetics of traditional materials, while providing access to interaction
and digital display on demand.

Today’s interactive devices tend to fall into two categories. There
are devices with no or minimal displays, where the main interaction
is performed through an app on a mobile device, or using speech.
On the other hand, there are more high-fidelity displays with touch
input. The disadvantage of the latter is that digital screens create
tensions with environments that emphasize traditional materials,
and when turned off, their black screens become “black holes” in
the physical space.

To enable expressive interactionswith graphical displayswithout
these tradeoffs, strategies have been developed to realize displays
that can disappear. “Smart mirrors” use partially reflective material
to hide a display underneath, while making it possible to display
graphics when turned on. Today’s brightest displays are expensive
as they are designed for high quality, and it would be paradoxical to
cover them. The typical rendering strategies for low-cost displays
on the other hand, are not sufficiently effective in generating the
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amount of light that is needed to pass through the transmissive
materials that could hide them.

To address this challenge, smart speakers are increasingly using
textile coverings with special-purpose illumination. They employ
high-brightness LEDs underneath textiles to provide abstract indi-
cators (e.g., Google Home Mini), 7-segment displays to show time
(e.g., Sony LF0S50G Wireless Speaker) or to illuminate fixed icons
(e.g., Withings Aura). These special-purpose displays are, however,
not sufficiently expressive to enable reconfigurable user interfaces
with graphical elements, scalable vector graphics and typography.

Hidden displays are often explored in the context of textiles
so that they can be discretely embedded in clothing. Researchers
have demonstrated interesting approaches to combining display
capabilities with textiles. It has been shown how braiding [9], knit-
ting [10], and weaving [2] can enable the integration of flexible,
emissive optical fibers with textile fibers, using manual techniques
or through programmable industrial machines. Discrete LEDs have
also been manually sewn into the textiles with conductive thread,
such as demonstrated with LilyPad Arduino [1]. To add graphical
display capabilities, other approaches include liquid crystal ink [12],
thermochromic ink [3, 11], and electroluminescent materials [5].
Living Wood [6] embeds LEDs inside wood panels, but acknowl-
edges limited scalability of individual wiring to each LED.

Ideas and research around ambient displays have been popular
in ubiquitous computing [7]. E-ink has been one of the most inter-
esting technologies for ambient displays. Some researchers have
explored how E-ink could be integrated into wearables, such as
clothing [4]. Ambient displays also take many other non-graphical
forms. One approach has been to add custom-designed displays to
everyday objects, such as paper or walls, using screen printing of
electroluminescent materials [8].

In this work, we propose a new approach to allow emissive graph-
ical displays to be hidden under traditional materials with trans-
missive properties, enabling them to appear only for on-demand
interaction (See Figure 1). We enable an increase in brightness by
using efficient rendering of user interface primitives with recti-
linear geometries – straight, axis-aligned lines or rectangles. We
can also render circles and diagonal lines, but with lesser bright-
ness improvements. In contrast, axis-aligned rectangles allow us
to leverage optimized display driver mechanisms to parallelize the
rendering of multiple columns and rows, which greatly improves
light output. With our hardware prototype, we demonstrate user
interfaces, which can appear through transmissive materials, us-
ing low-cost displays. We couple our visual output with capacitive
sensing underneath the surface to build user interfaces with touch
input.

2 EFFICIENT RENDERING FOR
HIGH-BRIGHTNESS GRAPHICS ON
PASSIVE OLEDS

Today’s consumer devices mostly employ different types of active-
matrix organic light-emitting diode (AMOLED) displays. They
provide high-quality, flicker-free graphics due to all pixels hav-
ing dedicated memory, which allows them to maintain per-pixel
state. AMOLEDs, however have a significantly more complicated

manufacturing and integration process making them consider-
ably more expensive than their predecessor, passive-matrix OLEDs
(PMOLEDs). Given their significantly lower cost (e.g., 2.50 USD
PMOLED1 vs. 25 USDAMOLED2) and ease of integration, PMOLEDs
continue to be produced for simple devices where AMOLED is
overkill.

PMOLEDs are based on a simpler design without per-pixel mem-
ory. While this greatly reduces manufacturing costs and complexity,
it does require active display driver circuitry. The display driver
runs an update loop to select columns and power rows, which con-
trols how current flows through and illuminates specific pixels. To
display general-purpose content, current display drivers inspect
their framebuffer using the scanline technique (row-by-row), and
select which columns to activate for the row. For each frame up-
date, they thus need to iterate through all rows for the height of the
display. This also means that only one row has pixels turned on at
any given time, which limits the instantaneous display brightness
to the luminance of 1 row of pixels (width × per-pixel luminance).

However, similarly to how multiple columns can be selected,
nothing prevents us from simultaneously enabling multiple rows.
This would result in the same pattern on each row. This does not
provide as much advantage to diagonal lines or circles, given that
the contents has little redundancy across rows. We would need a
unique row/column combination for each pixel in a diagonal line
across the width/height of the display. The parallel powering of
multiple rows can, however, be very effectively applied to rectilinear,
axis-aligned geometry, such as rectangles, where content is repeated
across rows. Figure 2 shows how a rectangle outline can be rendered
with just two operations, when parallel rendering can activate all
similar rows. The corresponding scanline version will need a frame
for each row, resulting in as many operations as there are rows
(display heiдht operations).

This architecture also supports unique brightness of each pixel,
through variation of the voltage differential between rows and
columns. Figure 1 shows how slide switches under veneer are ren-
dered dim when off (top) and brighter when on (bottom).

There are both temporal and spatial advantages to this approach
of parallel rendering (e.g., the speed-up can eliminate flicker). How-
ever, in this work we are particularly interested in leveraging the
increased brightness, given that more areas of the display can be il-
luminated in each frame, compared to only a single row for scanline
rendering.

3 RECTILINEAR USER INTERFACE
PRIMITIVES AND CONTROLS

To fully take advantage of the parallel rendering of multiple rows,
we designed a system around rectilinear graphics that can be ren-
dered with significant efficiency given the redundancy across rows
and columns.

(1) Lines and rectangles. Basic elements can be render effec-
tively with 1 or 2 operations.

1PMOLED, 2.50 USD https://www.alibaba.com/product-detail/1-32-inch-OLED-
display-screen_62585496231.html
2 AMOLED, 25 USD, https://www.alibaba.com/product-detail/454-454-1-39-inch-
Round_62369474552.html
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https://www.alibaba.com/product-detail/1-32-inch-OLED-display-screen_62585496231.html
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Figure 2: Parallel rendering activates multiple rows simultaneously to take advantage of redundancies in rectilinear graphics,
which can greatly reduce the number of frames needed to render contents. The number of frames needed depend on the
content. The Scanline content-agnostic rendering processes each row, which limits the brightness given that at most one row
can be illuminated at any given time.

Figure 3: Top: Switch toggle UI element on textile. The switch will toggle on/off when touched nearby. It renders dark when
turned off and bright when turned on. Center: Slider UI element on textile. The sliders move left when touching the capacitive
touch sensor on the left and vice versa. The sliders are composed of a dark hollow rectangle and a bright solid rectangle.
Bottom: Toggle checkbox UI element on textile. Checkboxes will toggle between filled/hollow (on/off) when the closest electrode
is tapped.

(2) Sliders: continuous parameters. The vertical/horizontal
slider is a common UI element for controlling and visualizing
continuous parameters (e.g., audio volume). In 3 operations,
we combine a hollow rectangle (outline), partially filled with
a solid rectangle. See Fig. 3, top.

(3) Selection controls: Toggle, radio buttons, and switches.
The toggle can be used to implement both checkboxes (multi-
choice) and radio buttons (exclusive selection).We can render
it with a dark hollow rectangle when not selected (2 oper-
ations), and add a bright filled rectangle when selected (3
operations). For switches, we use a dark outline that we fill
with a dark rectangle to the left when turned off, and with a

bright rectangle to the right, when turned on (3 operations).
See Fig. 3, center and bottom.

(4) Cursor: 2D selection. A 2D cursor could be useful for cer-
tain interactions. For example, for controlling the color of
smart lights, we could use the Y-axis for brightness, and X-
axis for hue. To support such interactions, we use a crosshair,
which can be rendered in 2 operations.

(5) Typography: segmented characters. To display texts and
digits, we implemented optimized rendering of 7-segment
characters. Individual characters require at most 3 opera-
tions, whereas a string of any length requires at most 5 op-
erations due to the redundancies across rows and columns.
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4 IMPLEMENTATION
We leverage a passive OLED display (Truly) with 128×96 resolu-
tion where all all row/column lines are broken out to a connector.
We use a custom PCB with fourteen 16-channel Digital-to-Analog
Converters (DACs) to directly interface the 224 lines (14 DACs × 16
channels = 224 channels = 128 columns + 96 rows) from a Raspberry
Pi 3 A+ over SPI. The software creates each frame by writing row
and column voltages to a framebuffer, which are then clocked out
to the DACs (Analog Devices LTC2668).

Capacitive Touch 
Electrodes Passive OLED

Raspberry Pi 3 A+

Display Driver for 
Parallel Rendering

Cover Frame

Display 
Positioner

Figure 4: Our physical prototype is designed as a compact
stack consisting of a Raspberry PI 3 A+ single-board com-
puter, custom PCBwith analog DACs, custom passive OLED,
and our ring-shaped PCB with electrodes for capacitive
touch sensing.

For touch interaction, we use a ring-shaped PCB surrounding the
display with 12 electrodes arranged in arc segments. The electrodes
are connected to a proximity capacitive touch sensor controller
(NXP MPR121), which is interfaced over I2C from the Raspberry PI
3 A+. Our software is written in Python. A 3D-printed cylindrical
enclosure encapsulates all components and is designed to hold in
place different materials. See Figure 4.

5 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
The use of rectilinear primitives constraints which content we can
use and limits the UI to a specific design aesthetic. In the future, we
want to investigate how we can represent more general text, fonts,
and images.

Additionally, we observe that increased UI complexity adds op-
erations, which reduces the overall brightness. For a user interface
where different screens have different complexity, we will need
to limit the brightness to the screen with the most operations for
consistent application brightness.

In future work, the technique could be extended on larger dis-
plays and with capacitive touch sensing overlaid on display instead
of around it.

While the proof-of-concept implementation that we use is based
on a large array of DACs, more efficient designs could be engineered
based on FPGA (field-programmable gate array) chips or ASICs
(application-specific integrated circuit).

6 CONCLUSIONS
We introduce opportunities to enable interfaces that can be embed-
ded in traditional materials and appear on demand. We leverage
parallel rendering of rectilinear, axis-aligned interface elements.
This high-speed rendering technique enables the significant bright-
ness that is necessary to project through the materials that hide the
display when not in use. We use an interactive hardware system
to implement the approach in different materials, such as veneers,
plastics, textiles, and one-way mirrors. The optimization of widely
available passive OLED displays makes our approach particularly
suitable for ubiquitous and ambient computing, where scalability
and cost are critical considerations.
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